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 1. INTRODUCTION 

  

1.1. Abstract 
 

In dance, spinning can have a spiritual, virtuoso or conceptual value. This work 

concentrates on the virtuoso value of spinning in contemporary dance. In order to 

acquire the skill of spinning, one must understand the potential that the structure of the 

body allows, the principles of the action of spinning and the need of practice.  

The work of Kenneth Laws analyses the physics of classical ballet, which allowed me to 

understand the motion in a deeper manner. That created the base for my theoretical 

research which was followed by an analysis of the spins I have encountered during my 

dance education. This analysis includes an inventory which consists of spins that can be 

multiple and stay on one spot. Furthermore, the theory of balance, alignment and 

spinning allow an imagery connection with the actual physical action. The 

forementioned theory is supporting the understanding of the motion, however the 

inventory of spins is proposing the use of the motion. 

 I found that the surface for the precise type of spinning I am interested in, needs to 

allow a fixed alignment in order for the spin to be multiple. Spins are limited to the 

direction inward or outward but the shape and the combination of spins can be creative. 

1.2. Key notions 
 

This thesis work is based on using certain key notions which could be interpreted in 

several ways or are a part of technical language. In order to make the work 

understandable and easier to read I will make a list which helps the reader’s 

understanding.  

spin – a complete rotation of 360 degrees, in this work the rotation of the human body 

skill1 – an ability to do something well, something one has learned and practiced 

technique2 – a way of doing an activity that needs skill 

                                                           
1 https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/skill, (accessed: 24.4.2019) 
2 https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/technique (accessed: 24.4.2019) 

https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/skill
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/technique
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1.3. Interest for the topic 
 

Professional dance is based on technique and its presentation. With this opening 

statement, I am trying to express the wide extent of what everything professional dance 

can be. Taking into consideration that both technique and presentation can be 

interpreted in various ways. In this thesis, I will be writing about the experience in an 

academic dance education pointing towards employment or self-employment in the 

field of contemporary dance as an art form.   

My experience with dance started with learning jazz ballet, hip hop, and tap dance. The 

purpose of the training was to participate in competitions with short choreographies 

where the goal was to present your best skills. Skills in this context are for the audience 

impressive elements. That practically translates in an aesthetic body position, turns, 

jumps, flexibility, and acrobatic elements. 

By the perception of dance and the usage of the body my starting point differs a lot from 

what I have experienced from contemporary dance practice. What made me enthusiastic 

about contemporary dance was the usage of the body’s potential which felt more 

organic and allowed me to enjoy dancing more. The consciousness of the anatomical 

structure, power of force and endless possibilities in the approaching movements gave 

me the freedom to experience dance in a format close to my body and not in a universal 

competition of skills. It gave me an opportunity to learn and think while dancing. 

I have gotten to know with many different classes of contemporary dance in my studies 

at Contemporary Dance High School in Ljubljana3 and in Budapest Contemporary 

Dance Academy (BCDA)4. The connection element in all the different practices is using 

the mechanics of the body. It is not needed to memorize shapes and counts. I learned to 

observe the coordination of the body (starting point), recognize the muscle work 

which follows, the kinetic chain 5 of movement or a direction (force) and the result 

(finishing point). In this way, I was able to find a way to connect dance with natural 

sciences. It became a practical understanding of anatomy and physics in the body. The 

                                                           
3 The literal translation from Slovenian is Contemporary Dance High School Ljubljana which I used to 

make it more understandable for the reader. The formal title is Secondary Preschool Education and 

Gimnazija Ljubljana. https://www.svsgugl.si/english/, (accessed: 29.4.2019) 
4 Budapest Contemporary Dance Academy. Further in the text referred to as BCDA. 
5 Kinetic chain in anatomy explains the connected segments of the body to perform a movement.  

https://www.svsgugl.si/english/
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motion and emotion are connected in the movement and the correct execution gives a 

satisfying sensation. 

In my previous training, there was a lot of accent in mastering pirouettes. The technique 

of spinning is similar than in ballet except having any knowledge of ballet technique at 

all.6 The goal is multiple pirouettes in a particular shape. I could never master the 

imitating ballet shapes but I always enjoyed to spin.  

Examining the training today, I am able to see the positive consequences of repetitive 

exercises such as pirouettes. Pirouettes were an exercise with a name and I did not 

consciously think about the aspect of the execution. The repetition of the exercise gave 

my body information of where the axis is in order to be able to turn. It was a regular 

practice and mastering two pirouettes was a minimum. 

Building on that information, further training in contemporary dance gave me the 

freedom and allowed me to understand spinning with my body. In an internalized way. 

A chance to experience the motion and allowed me to investigate the movement deeper.  

Comparing the acquired knowledge gives me information about how to make 

connections between my brain and my body. One of the biggest parts of realizing my 

training is to be as aware of my body as a whole. It requires concentration, knowledge, 

and practice. 

I believe I can get closer to the conscious aspect of dance with the awareness of the 

whole body. The aspects of that are practice of off-balance movement and spinning. It 

requires the alignment of the whole body, awareness of the axis and control of the 

opposing forces. With gaining the awareness one can be faster, stop suddenly, balance, 

travel in the space, jump and spin which creates the dynamics and the picture of the 

dance.  

I decided to write my thesis work about spinning to make a report on how my studies 

expanded my understanding. How far I have come with the virtuosity, skill and 

contextualization of the information gained during my dance education. Reading and 

writing about the theory around the notion spinning, its training and possibilities to 

elaborate research of writing the thesis work. 

                                                           
6 I am emphasizing that the preparation in classes was not leading to the correct execution of the 

movement. 
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1.4. Specification of the topic 
 

Spinning is a primary form of motion which occurs in nature. Spinning of the Earth 

around its axis is a simple example of that. The elaboration in this direction of the topic 

is not going to be a part of this thesis work. Meanwhile spinning is not a common 

motion of a human being. In order to respond to a sound, I will turn around but I do not 

spin in my everyday life. It is a common form of amusement, children spin7 to 

experience the sensation, later play in the carousel and experience adrenalin with 

machines in the amusement parks. It has a very peculiar sensation whether one is being 

still on a spinning object or a one is an object that is spinning. A lot of spinning causes 

vertigo, nausea and alters the sight. The sensory aspect8  of spinning and the knowledge 

about the vestibular system9 is a whole new chapter which will not take part in this 

thesis work.  

 My interest for spinning comes from two aspects of witnessing spinning in dance. First 

is as mentioned above the experience of spinning. On the other hand, I love to watch 

while someone spins. When an object is spinning it visually changes shape. The shape 

becomes abstract and for a short amount of time loses its usual characteristics. 

Personally, I believe that is an inspiring thought when putting dance on stage. In this 

work, I will not elaborate on the idea of spinning on stage. I will focus on the first-

mentioned interest. The experience of the spinning motion and interpreting that as a 

skill and consequently a part of the technique of a dancer. 

Before I can start with specifying the types of spinning, it is necessary to point out the 

vast amount of spinning present in dance. A primordial association of people dancing 

around a fire to an unknown number of present folk dances. It is important to point out 

that I am dealing with contemporary dance which is influenced by regular practice of 

classical ballet and Hungarian folk dance. 

                                                           
7 Further reading on the topic of the benefits of children spinning. Voss Angie: The Effects of Spinning on 

the Brain, http://asensorylife.com/the-effects-of-spinning.html, (accessed: 25.4.2019.) 
8 Further reading on the topic of the neuroscientific view. Letzter Rafi: The Brutal Neuroscience of Figure 

Skating: How Spinning Athletes Overcome Dizziness, https://www.livescience.com/61795-ice-skating-

brain-spin-dizzy.html, (accessed: 13.1.2019) 
9 Vestibular system is a sensory system located in one’s inner ear and is responsible for balance and 

orientation of a person. 

http://asensorylife.com/the-effects-of-spinning.html
https://www.livescience.com/61795-ice-skating-brain-spin-dizzy.html
https://www.livescience.com/61795-ice-skating-brain-spin-dizzy.html
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Spinning is not an exception in the conception of dance as an art form which adapts the 

motions experienced in life. Applying that sentence to a contemporary dance practice 

environment is still a wide notion. In my experience, it can be transferred to: 

- the trajectory of the movement in space 

- movement around a point in the space 

- spinning while jumping 

- traveling in space while spinning 

- spinning on spot 

The primary space of training contemporary dance is a studio covered with a linoleum 

floor. The closest to a linear root is the circle by the edges of the space. It means that 

already running in a circle initiates spinning. The trajectory of a circle can also be used 

as a choreographic tool to draw with the movement in the space10. 

Movement created around a center point gives a spinning sensation as well. It means 

that the flow of a dance sequence is created in a circular way. There has to be a point in 

space serving as the axis of the choreography.  

Spinning while jumping can vary by a high degree depending on the execution. In my 

experience in contemporary dance practice, I have met with the approach from ballet, 

gymnastics and break dance. The difference is in the initiation of the movement, the 

shape, and the landing. The preparation might be just bending of the knees and jumping. 

With keeping the shape simple and straight it makes it available for one to jump and 

spin. For more traveling jumps there is a two-step preparation which allows the dancer 

to gain more power, pushing the floor from either one or two feet. Tilted axis and the 

momentum of the jump makes a dancer able to spin around the axis. In gymnastics and 

break dance dancers practice various types of saultos. To accomplish a saulto one must 

push from the floor in order to jump first. On the top of the jump one has to use the 

force in the direction of the spin which rotates the whole body. I am mentioning 

gymnastics and break dance because the form is present in contemporary dance on 

                                                           
10 Choreographic tool is an idea assisting the composition of a dance. In this example it is a spatial tool. 

With using a circular trajectory of movement one can make a pattern and potentially create an image of 

the dance. 
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stage. I have experienced similar spins in my contemporary dance practice in the frame 

of partnering class11.  

Traveling through space with spinning is also a common part of contemporary dance 

practice and an important part of ballet practice. Rolling with extended legs from the 

front to the back side of a body creates a spinning motion where the axis is on the side 

of the body. It can increase in speed and be generated with momentum. It resembles 

rolling downhill which with the force of gravity speeds the spinning even more. As in 

gymnastics also in contemporary dance practice, one deals with rolls over the shoulder 

which can also be multiple and increasing in speed.  

Spinning while standing is typical for ballet training. Turning the whole plane12 of the 

body with stepping is called “chaînes". The principle is similar to rolling on the floor 

from back to front side of the body with the axis outside the body. As a part of the 

practice, one spin is repeating and the chain spins can vary in shape. Spinning while 

standing is characteristic for couple dances as well. Personally, I learned Hungarian folk 

dances where participating in a female role of the dance, one must spin constantly with 

the force executed by the male role who is the leader of the dance. 

Spinning on spot relates closely to ballet where dancers practice pirouettes. Pirouettes 

are spins that are kept on the spot, on relevé13 or tip of the ballet shoe and are initiated 

from established ballet positions. There are many different shapes and courses of 

execution.  

Ballet practice of pirouettes is the closest to my work for the thesis. I am interested in 

spins that require a vertical axis, can be multiple and mainly on spot. The base of my 

theoretical research is ballet considering the clarity of the course of execution. The 

difference in the spins that I am interested in is the friction point and challenging the 

axis of the body meanwhile spinning.  

I am interested in making a notation of the spins that I have learned in my training of 

contemporary dance or that the training initiated the different versions or dealing with 

the motion. 

                                                           
11 In my experience partnering class is focused on the use of two bodies to execute the wanted movement. 

It is using the push and pull to create a greater force for lifts and traveling through space. 
12 Frontal plane of the body explained further in the text. 
13 Relevé is a term in classical ballet used to describe a position of the feet with lifted heels with the 

weight on the balls of the feet. 

https://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/cha%C3%AEnes
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1.5. Anatomical and physical theory  
 

1.5.1. Body position 
 

Body position and its awareness is an important topic in this work. In the following 

chapter, I will introduce the aspects which compliment understanding and executing of 

spins. 

In the field of movement education, I will refer to the work of John Rolland. Rolland 

was a teacher, a dancer and a performer. He taught principles of alignment at the 

Eastman School of Music at the University of Rochester, N.Y., at Naropa Institute, and 

taught dance in the Theaterschool in Amsterdam, Netherlands14. In the field of physics 

connected to dance I will refer the work of Kenneth Laws. Laws is firstly a university 

professor of science. He was teaching science in various universities as well as assisting 

ballet classes and lecturing on the aspects of dance in an academic environment. He is 

an author of three books covering physics and dance. In the field of classical ballet 

terms and directions, I will refer to the work of Ana Paskevska. Paskevska was a 

dancer, a teacher and an author. Firstly, she was a dancer of classical ballet and later 

met also with modern dance techniques. The meeting with modern dance changed her 

approach to also see classical ballet in the term of one’s physicality and not only 

through steps. She wrote four books on the topic of classical ballet which was directed 

to understand the purpose and function of ballet principles to execute the movement.15  

John Rolland in the work Inside Motion: An Ideokinetic Basis for Movement 

Education 16  is writing about ideokinetic basis for movement education. “Idiokinesis is 

a term now used to describe this process in which imagery acts as stimulus for 

developing kinesthetic awareness and producing bodily change.” (Rolland John, Inside 

Motion, p.4). Kinesthetic awareness and imagery are important notions in the quote 

above. I am claiming that the theory captured in this work can act as imagery and 

consequently raises awareness. I chose to refer to the basics of Rolland's work to 

                                                           
14 Webpage of Contact Quarterly, https://contactquarterly.com/contact-editions/book/inside-motion#$, 

(accessed: 24.4.2019) 
15 Website of Paskevska Anna, http://tallskinny.com/anna/cv.html, (accessed: 24.4.2019) 
16 Full reference: Rolland, J. (1984) Inside Motion: An Ideokinetic Basis for Movement Education, 

Amsterdam: John Rolland. Further on in the text referred shortly as Rolland John, Inside Motion. 

https://contactquarterly.com/contact-editions/book/inside-motion#$
http://tallskinny.com/anna/cv.html
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encourage that mindset of taking information in. The further reading of his work is 

inspiring for either teaching or learning about the position of the body. 

Kenneth Laws’s work is focused on the physics of the human body. The book that I am 

referring to is titled Laws Kenneth: Physics and the Art of Dance: Understanding the 

Moving Body17. 

For a similar reason I am also referring to the work of Paskevska Ana in the book Both 

Sides of the Mirror, The Science and Art of Ballet18. Her scientific approach for 

understanding the movement and the poetics of ballet practice is inspiring. While 

reading the text I found a strong relation to the work of Laws and decided to keep it as a 

primary reference. 

I believe it is important to understand the use of the selected theory of my thesis work. 

The combination of their work is complimentary. Therefore, the theoretical information 

allows an individual to understand the structure and function of the body better.  

CENTER OF GRAVITY AND AXIS OF GRAVITY 

CENTER OF GRAVITY 

“The center of gravity is a point around which the weight of the body is evenly 

distributed.” (Rolland John, Inside Motion, p.12) 

“One's center of gravity is the midpoint of the body's total weight-55 percent of total 

standing height in women, 56 percent in men.” (Paskevska Anna, The other side of the 

Mirror, p. 103) 

 

Gravity is a primary factor affecting the structures in the universe. Center of gravity is 

where the gravity acts on the mass and it is located in the abdominal area of the human 

body. 

                                                           
17 Full reference: Laws, K. (2002) Physics and the Art of Dance: Understanding the Moving Body, United 

States of America, New York, New York: Oxford University Press, Inc. Further in the text referred 

shortly as Laws Kenneth, Physics and the Art of Dance. 

18  Full reference: Paskevska, A. (1992) Both Sides of the Mirror: The Science and Art of Ballet, Second 

Edition United States of America, Trentron, New Jersey: Princeton Book Company, Publishers. Further 

on in the text referred shortly as Paskevska Anna, Both Sides of the Mirror.  
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In dance practice, “center” is a frequently used term. It is connected to the point of the 

physical center of the gravity and the network of muscles holding the body up 

connecting lower and upper extremities. It is a big factor to reach balance and a strong 

motor to initiate movement.  

In my opinion, the written definitions help with the understanding of the center. Since a 

human body is not a determined shape the center is not self-evident. It is a hard skill to 

acquire. Moving through space and technical training such as classical ballet help to 

engage the center. A strong and responsive center makes the movement more efficient. 

In general, it is a necessary skill to execute movement but it is also specific for spins. 

 

AXIS OF GRAVITY or LINE OF GRAVITY 

 

 “The vertical line passing through the center of gravity to the center of the earth is the 

axis of gravity.” (Rolland John, Inside Motion, p.13) 

 

In the human body, the line goes under and up the center of gravity. Through the top of 

the head and down the center of the body to the floor through the feet when one is 

standing in a neutral position. It is a direct line between the center of gravity and the 

floor. 

 

AXIS AND PLANES OF MOVEMENT 

 

FIGURE 1: RANGE OF MOVEMENT19 

                                                           
19 Mckenzie, B.: Range of Movement (ROM) (2004) Available from 

https://www.brianmac.co.uk/musrom.htm (accessed: 14.4.2019) 

https://www.brianmac.co.uk/musrom.htm
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There are three planes of human motion. The sagittal plane which cuts the body to left 

and right. Frontal plane dividing the body to front and back. Transverse plane 

separating the body to up and down.  As it is visible from the picture the axis which 

accompany the planes are the vertical axis (longitudinal axis), frontal axis and 

sagittal axis. 

In this work, I will use the term axis to refer to the vertical axis. The spins I am 

interested in are involving the rotation of the whole body around the vertical axis. 

VERTICAL AXIS – AXIS 

 

FIGURE 2: CENTER OF GRAVITY, LINE OF GRAVITY, AXIS20 

» Axis is a line running through the torso. It duplicates the line of gravity when the 

whole body is vertical, but when the dancer's upper body moves off the line of gravity, 

the concept of the axis enables him to continue to relate the mass to the center and use 

the line of gravity as a reference point.« (Paskevska Anna, Both Sides of the Mirror, 

p.104) 

 

During movement, the axis of the body changes the direction. In this work, I will deal 

with keeping the direction of the axis of the spin and adjusting the axis of body. Shifting 

the axis of the body changes force, sensation, the work of the body, and the way the 

spin looks. Adjusting the center of mass is essential for obtaining the axis of the spin.  

Center of gravity, line of gravity and the axis can be located precisely but are in practice 

imaginary.  That can help the dancer’s visual image of the position to maintain balance 

                                                           
20 Paskevska Anna, Both Sides of The Mirror, Center of Gravity, Line of Gravity, and Axis, p. 104 
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and execute the wanted movement. In this case, spinning. In my experience, technical 

understanding and instructions help my body and my brain to work simultaneously.  

ALIGNMENT 

In connection with understanding lines and points of reference to the human body, I will 

continue with a more complex notion of alignment. The anatomy suggests an ideal, 

most functioning alignment of the body as a whole. It is about finding the position of 

the mechanical advantage of the skeletal system with the help of supporting muscles. 

Understanding the alignment helps a dancer to use the function of the body and it also 

keeps the body safe.  

For example: A dancer is landing from a jump. To avoid an injury, placement of the hip 

and knees above the feet protect the joints and softens the landing. 

I have experienced different approaches to get information about alignment. In my early 

training I got directions such as "suck the buttocks in", "hold your muscles", "suck the 

belly in", and similar simple directions which may help but have restrictions in 

considering the body as a whole as well as understanding the function of the body. I 

believe the following quotation emphasizes the necessity of a wider approach to the 

body. 

“Movement is coordinated through the integrated actions of the neural, muscular, and 

skeletal systems. That is why it is necessary to deal with movement in its entirety.” 

(Rolland John, Inside Motion, p. 6) 

I believe that during my studies at BCDA the alignment work became of essential value. 

Both consciously and unconsciously. In the practice of contemporary dance, especially 

partnering and contact improvisation, the understanding of alignment results in the 

execution of the movement. In simple words, if one can execute the movement, the 

alignment must be correct. It connects my understanding of the skeletal structure, 

muscular work around the motion and the instructions and images which I am given.  

For example, in a ballet class led by Kristóf Várnagy, he explains five curves on top of 

each other: the arch of the feet, pelvic floor, diaphragm, palate, top of the skull/crown. 

In the work of John Rolland, I recognized a similar approach. He is using the 

architecture of a building in comparison to the human body. 
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Paraphrased example (from Rolland John, Inside Motion, p.15): Building a tower of 

bricks, putting one on top of another. The center of support under the center of weight 

keeps the tower stable. The same works with the human body. Centering the skull, spine, 

ribcage, pelvis over legs and feet in a neutral standing position. 

Both examples seem logical but realizing the alignment internally during the action is 

more challenging. Considering the fact that the body is moving, the alignment has to be 

continuously adjusted.  

Instructions commonly used to correct the alignment in a ballet class are: to “pull up”, 

“shift the weight front”, “extend your body to the ceiling”, “push the feet to the floor”, 

“reach up with the head” and many others. My experience is that with difficult 

movement the body has a tendency to tense and these instructions help with keeping the 

alignment. 

In an article from Tania Huddart, I found an interesting approach to alignment and 

posture. She is using imagery to help with building a strong alignment. I have already 

written about the connection between a though and execution of the movement. Which 

Rolland summed up as the coordination between neural, muscular and skeletal system. 

(Rolland John, Inside Motion, p. 6). In the case of this article, she is giving concrete 

images to instruct the body.  

For example: A picture of the boat and an anchor. With a submerged anchor the boat is 

fixed on a spot but can move freely in a short radius. This image represents the head as 

the boat and the tailbone as the anchor.21 

Personally, I prefer more objective information in the manner of instructions. In the case 

of Huddart I find the imagery precise and can see the benefit of that kind of instruction. 

Mastering a pirouette can be frustrating. Picture-like instruction might ease the worry of 

the execution and replace it with the action of the imagination.   

  

                                                           
21 Huddart Tania, The Use of Imagery for Posture and Alignment Control in Dance, 

https://danz.org.nz/the%20use%20of%20imagery%20for%20posture%20and%20alignment%20control%

20in%20dance, (accessed: 8.4.2019) 

https://danz.org.nz/the%20use%20of%20imagery%20for%20posture%20and%20alignment%20control%20in%20dance
https://danz.org.nz/the%20use%20of%20imagery%20for%20posture%20and%20alignment%20control%20in%20dance
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1.5.2. Balance 
 

Balance is the consequence of good alignment.  

“The application of mechanical principles to the analysis of bodily balance provides the 

theoretical basis for the alignment work.” (Rolland John, Inside Motion, p.6) 

To accompany the understanding of the alignment I am following with the explanations 

of balance. 

The example I used to represent the alignment of the body as the tower of bricks is 

especially relevant to understand balance. The “Block Man” from the work of 

Paskevska represents the same idea. 

 

FIGURE 3: BLOCK MAN22 

On the left side, there is a "human-like" brick structure representing a balanced 

structure. The structure itself allows the body to be balanced while standing on two feet.  

Rolland points out that the architects who build houses are also aware of the forces that 

are exerted on the object. 

All physical structures and confronted with the action of universal forces. Primary 

forces that affect human motion and balance are gravity, momentum, and inertia. The 

mechanical structure of the body strives to achieve balance. In order to reach a state of 

equilibrium, the body must exert enough resistance to counter the tendency of these 

forces to throw it off balance. 

 

“Human body creates internal forces in two ways:  

                                                           
22 Paskevska Anna, Both Sides of The Mirror, Block Man, p.104 
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- Through the mechanical design of the skeletal structure. 

- Through the living energy of the neuromuscular unit.” (Rolland John, Inside Motion, 

p.12) 

The initial oppositional forces are gravity and the support from the floor assisted with 

a strong core which is the point a dancer is balancing around.  More specifically, the 

balance is reached from the center of gravity and the help from the alignment of the 

limbs. Opposing energies in the muscles of the limbs and the head help with balance. 

Staying balanced a dancer's center of gravity must remain directly above the area of 

contact with the floor. If the mass is further from the center and the axis it is more 

difficult to balance. Which translates into limbs, head, pelvis or torso being out of 

alignment. Balance is a skill necessary to obtain and it can be developed with the 

position of the body, muscle control, focus, strength, and concentration. The awareness 

and the control of the axis help to control the balance as well. Personally, I imagine 

lines which represent directions of the axis and the oppositional forces in the body. 

“All his life man strives, often only unconsciously, for balance. Balance is necessary on 

both the physical and the psychic levels. Our intake of food should balance our energy 

output. Rest or sleep balances the active waking hours. The gratification of desires and 

goals has to balance disappointment and pain. We talk of a balanced person as one who 

is coping with the demands of daily life in a positive manner. Balance is also 

exemplified by a juggler who, having launched several objects in the air, has to keep the 

rhythm between these objects constant, adjusting instantly to any deviation from the 

desired pattern. The dancer in her craft is also a juggler; her own muscles and bones 

are the objects she manipulates.” (Paskevska Anna, Both Sides of The Mirror, p.103) 

 

Although the quote tends to be poetic it is proposing an ongoing negotiation between 

the body and the mind. It is practiced but it is constantly happening. One does not just 

have balance but has to constantly work on keeping it. In my opinion, it is indicating the 

work of the brain with concentration and the muscle memory which is developing 

throughout the work. This foundation is in my opinion valid for any physical skill one 

can acquire with dancing. 
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Balance while spinning requires adjusting the alignment to the movement. In the text of 

Paskevska, I can understand that balance in motion and as motion. Equilibrium is 

reached when the opposing forces are balanced. Considering that the human body is 

breathing I consider static balance more of an exercise to gain control in movement. It is 

never really static. The statement is especially relevant for spinning where the shape can 

change but in order to spin multiple spins, the balance and control of the position of the 

body have to be strong and obtained. 

1.5.3. Momentum 
 

I understand momentum through a practical way of getting to know the notion. It is an 

initiating force which starts the movement. It has a functional use in dance and it also 

gives a different texture to the motion. 

For the theoretical explanation, I will rely on the work of George Gollin, a physics 

professor who made a webpage “Physics and Dance” where he simplified and explained 

the basic work of Kenneth Laws. It was a relevant base for me to understand the further 

work of Laws in the subject of physics and dance. 

“The magnitude of an object’s momentum gives an indication of how hard it is to bring 

it to a stop. 

momentum = mass x velocity 

Force is a push which is characterized by the magnitude and the direction. The bigger 

the push, the more rapidly the momentum changes. The longer the push is the greater 

the total change of the momentum. If the momentum is greater it is harder to stop it.” 23 

Meanwhile moving, the bigger the push, the more control is needed in the body 

alignment and axis. Control of the invested force makes the momentum available to 

take advantage of it and bring it to a more rapid or multiple spins. 

Momentum is a commonly used term in practicing dance. The power and direction of 

the initiation makes the movement. Using the structure of the body and its mechanical 

structure allows movement to require less strength. The skill to feel and recognize the 

momentum helps the dancer to learn the movement, travel through space. 

                                                           
23 Gollin George, Physics and Dance, http://www.hep.uiuc.edu/home/g-

gollin/dance/dance_physics.html#2, (accessed: 5.4.2019) 

http://www.hep.uiuc.edu/home/g-gollin/dance/dance_physics.html#2
http://www.hep.uiuc.edu/home/g-gollin/dance/dance_physics.html#2
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It is a very important term for this thesis work since it is the key to initiate spinning. 

Firstly, to recognize momentum and secondly to be able to control the momentum. 

Awareness of the force invested in the initiation of the spin will result in a more 

controlled continuation of the movement. 

1.5.4. Physics of spinning 
 

INTRODUCTION 

In order to deepen my understanding of spinning in this work I will rely on the research 

that has been made in connection with the human body in dance and physics. In the first 

steps of my research for theoretical background, I already mentioned university 

professor George Gollin whose work is based on the work of Kenneth Laws. The 

analysis of the connection between dance and physics has been made by a university 

professor Kenneth Laws. His research goes deep into the principles of classical ballet 

which he chose because of the relatively well-defined vocabulary24. His work is of 

essential value to my thesis work. I found his work complementary to how I wanted to 

approach spinning. This chapter is based on the knowledge acquired from the work of 

Kenneth Laws. From his written work (Physics and Art of Dance: Understanding 

Movement) and a recorded lecture25. His work is scientifically deeper and I will take 

inspiration from the images and principles which helped me understand the motion of 

spinning. 

I believe that the benefit of the understanding framework of universal physical 

principles will help with understanding the moving body. In my opinion, as mentioned 

before in the work, dance is a global understanding of the body. Although the specter of 

that statement is too big, my goal is to understand the potential of the body while 

spinning. To reach an understanding the forces acting on a body and recognizing the 

reactions and consequences of these forces.  

Rephrased example (from Laws Kenneth, Physics and the Art of Dance: Understanding 

Movement, p.29): If one is walking on a narrow bridge and starts falling to the right, 

                                                           
24 Vocabulary in this context as the accepted terminology of positions and movements in classical ballet. 
25 Laws Kenneth: Physics of Dance, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d9Byz1ftRdk, (accessed: 

5.11.2018) 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d9Byz1ftRdk
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the upper body will suddenly bend towards the right. The result of that is a horizontal 

force on the person’s body toward to left which will help the person to regain balance. 

The body reacts automatically. I used the example to continue defending the awareness 

and control of a dancer which can be enriched with such information. Understanding 

reactions and knowing how one’s body reacts helps a dancer to be aware of the capacity 

of the body. Predict how the body will react. Therefore, working any dance class or 

rehearsal a dancer must think in order to improve and avoid an injury.  

1.5.4.1. Assisting terminology 

 

In this section I will write definitions of terms which I will use further in the text or are 

assisting the understanding of the text. I have already written about momentum and 

balance through a physical point of view. In order to make the reading of the following 

chapter easier and to give the information context I will list the notions I find important. 

I believe that even the notions I am not using directly in the text are helping with 

understanding the subject better. 

Force is a term that measures the concept of pull and push. 

Rotation is a term used to describe the motion of an object around an axis. 

In this work, I am dealing with a dancer dancing alone. It is important to note that while 

there are no external forces applied to the dancer the only two acting forces on a human 

body: earth’s gravity and the force from the floor.  The forces opposite each other.  

Example: In order for any object to accelerate there needs to be a net force to that 

object. Besides gravity and normal force which is a ground reaction that allows 

standing still of a body on a flat surface, there needs to be another force on the object. 

Walking starts with the feet pushing the ground backward which allows a person to 

make a step forward. A person as a mass compared to the mass of the earth is so much 

smaller than it has no observable effect on the earth but allows the person to walk front. 

It is an opposition, consequence of friction between the shoes/feet and the floor. The 

magnitude of the force, push from the feet to the floor defines the size of the step.26 

                                                           
26 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ws_sKgGNSFE, James Dann: Physics of Walking, (accessed: 

11.1.2019) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ws_sKgGNSFE
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Velocity is the rate of change of position with specified magnitude and direction. The 

term "velocity" and "speed" are often used interchangeably in everyday speech.27 

Speed is the magnitude of velocity, ignoring the direction.28 

Acceleration is a rate of change of velocity.29 Change between the latter and earlier 

velocity divided by the time required for the change. Any change in velocity requires 

force. If one wants to change from 0 speed to “some” speed one must accelerate. 

Angular velocity measures how fast something spins and in what direction it’s rotation 

axis point.30 

Inertia is resistance to change in motion.31 

Mass is the inertial resistance to a change in linear motion. A large mass will accelerate 

less than a small mass to an acting force.32 

Rotational inertia is angular mass. It is the product of the mass of the object and the 

distance of the rotation axis. If the rotational inertia is large the object spins slowly. If 

the rotational inertia is small it spins rapidly. Both are hard to stop.  

Practically it is the mass of the body multiplied with the distance of the body parts. 

Spinning with extended limbs will result in a slower turn. 

Rotational momentum or angular momentum is the product of rotational inertia and 

rotational velocity. 33 

Practically it means that the magnitude of the rotational momentum indicates how hard 

it is to bring it to a stop. 34 

Torque is a rotational force. It is the amount of push and pull in a rotation. 

Torque changes rotational momentum: 

- The harder is the push the quicker is the spin-up of an object. 

                                                           
27 Laws Kenneth, Physics and the Art of Dance: Understanding Movement, Glossary, p. 233   
28 Laws Kenneth, Physics and the Art of Dance: Understanding Movement, Glossary, p. 233   
29 Laws Kenneth, Physics and the Art of Dance: Understanding Movement, Glossary, p. 232  
30 http://www.hep.uiuc.edu/home/g-gollin/dance/dance_physics.html#0 (accessed: 5.11.2018) (Gollin 

George: Physics and Dance) 
31 Laws Kenneth, Physics and the Art of Dance: Understanding Movement, Glossary, p. 232 
32 Laws Kenneth, Physics and the Art of Dance: Understanding Movement, Glossary, p. 232   
33 Laws Kenneth, Physics and the Art of Dance: Understanding Movement, Glossary, p. 233   
34 http://www.hep.uiuc.edu/home/g-gollin/dance/dance_physics.html#4, (accessed: 5.4.2019) 

http://www.hep.uiuc.edu/home/g-gollin/dance/dance_physics.html#0
http://www.hep.uiuc.edu/home/g-gollin/dance/dance_physics.html#4
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- The further from the spin axis the forces are applied to generate torque the 

quicker is the spin-up of an object. 

- The longer is the push the greater will be the change in rotational momentum.35 

In the case of a dancer as an object, it is more complicated to unconditionally apply the 

physical principles. The object, a dancer is changing shape which means that their 

rotational inertia changes with time. Considering that fact a dancer has to be the master 

of the force of the initiation of the spin, being aware of the rotational inertia and 

adjusting the alignment to keep the wanted axis. 

PRINCIPLES OF SPINNING 

“…pirouettes hold a special place in the vocabulary of a dancer; it is close to miraculous 

to see a dancer revolving around five or six times or even ten times in the case of male 

dancers. Dancers' technical ability is often judged by the quality of their pirouettes.” 

(Paskevska Anna, Both Sides of The Mirror, p.117) 

 

At the very beginning of the thesis, I was writing about technique and skills. The 

technique of pirouettes, as well as spinning, is a combination of practice, the right 

alignment and use of force in the body. In the following text, I will write about the 

usage of physical laws and ballet principles implying to initiate any kind of spinning in 

contemporary dance practice. 

ACTIONS REQUIRED FOR SPINNING 

In order to spin multiple-times one needs to gather momentum. Starting the spin from 

the ends of the body (limbs) allow the biggest magnitude of momentum. Pushing from 

the center point or rotation axis does not allow great rotation. 

- Gathering forces in the preparation. 

In practice that is a swing36 of the limbs from an opposite direction. 

- Force/push from the floor. 

                                                           
35 http://www.hep.uiuc.edu/home/g-gollin/dance/dance_physics.html#7, (accessed: 5.4.2019) 
36 Swing is a term in contemporary dance where the force acting on a limb in assistance with muscles 

creates a swinging movement. 

http://www.hep.uiuc.edu/home/g-gollin/dance/dance_physics.html#7
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As in walking the initiation of movement starts with the push from the floor. Friction 

between feet and the floor generates torque. When the body is closer to the floor and the 

spinning point is not a foot the push comes from the preparation. The palms can in those 

cases replace the function of the feet.   

- Finding the axis and adjusting the alignment of the body. 

Once the force of the turn is generated the position of the body is important in order to 

keep a dynamic balance. The awareness and control of the axis help the dancer to make 

adjustment in the alignment to make the turn greater or finish the turn when wanted.  

- The finishing point of a turn. 

A common stop in classical ballet is a balance in either relevé37or plié38 on a flat foot. I 

believe it is a good tool to control the finishing of the spin. 

In my experience of spinning, I also like the sensation of the full length of the spin. 

Meaning that I wait until the force of the motion fades out until I come to a stop or 

continue to another movement. 

A simple tool to stop a turn suddenly is the contraction of the muscles or directing the 

limbs to the opposite direction of the movement. It results in a more abrupt change of 

motion. 

 

MORE INFORMATION ABOUT THE PRINCIPLES OF SPINNING 

 

Spotting is a term which derives from classical ballet. It is used in pirouettes and 

rotation in order to maintain orientation and prevent vertigo and nausea. It is a point in 

the space where the dancer keeps her focus with the eyes while the turn begins and 

makes a whipping action at the last moment to keep the same focus. 

Changing the speed of the turn is possible with understanding how to increase or 

decrease the rate of the spin. In the notions above I was writing about the rotational 

                                                           
37 Relevé is a term in classical ballet used to describe a position with lifted heels with the weight on the 

toes. 
38 Plié is a term in classical ballet used to describe the positions which require bend knees. Usually used 

for any beginning or end of the movement. 
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inertia. The position of the limbs determines the speed of the spin. The distance between 

the axis and the limbs.  

Example: If the legs and arms of a dancer are extended, the rotational momentum is 

greater. The greater the rotational momentum, the more rapid is the turn. It is 

important to know that the quantity of rotational momentum remains constant when 

there is no torque acting on the body. If a dancer brings arms and legs closer to the 

body the rate of the turn increases.39 

  

                                                           
39 Laws Kenneth: Physics and the Art of Dance, Understanding Movement, Pirouettes, p. 70 
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1.6. Thesis statement 
 

Spinning is an element of a dancer’s technique which indicates how aware a dancer is 

about her or his body. If a dancer has a functional alignment and practices the motion he 

or she will succeed in the proposed motion. It is a clear indication of how one is dealing 

with forces acting on the body, exerting force to produce movement in connection with 

timing and awareness of the body position. 
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 2. ANALYSIS OF SPINS 
 

Before starting the chapter of the actual report on my experience with the spinning I 

need to introduce the connection between the theory and the practice in contemporary 

dance.  

Classical ballet, in my opinion, gives a great base for my thesis. As mentioned before, 

the precise accepted forms of how the movement has to be executed allow the studying 

of the technique. Pirouettes are practiced in the center work of the ballet class. While in 

the practice of contemporary dance there are several ways of including spinning. 

I have met with spinning appearing in technical exercises in a contemporary dance 

class, a repertoire class or in improvisation. As an individual, I enjoy spinning as a part 

of my improvisation especially in the form of a free dance40. 

2.1. Spinning surface  
 

In the introduction, I was writing about the freedom I feel since I am learning 

contemporary dance. A part of that is having a wider specter of the use of notions. In the 

topic of spinning that gives freedom to explore different body parts, spinning points. In 

classical ballet which was a good base for the theoretical background, the feet are the 

only surface used for spinning. More precisely the relevé. A surface is suitable for 

spinning when there is a possibility to align the body over that surface. One must be 

able to hold the body in balance over that point. The larger is the surface, the slower 

will be the spin. The easier will be to balance. 

In my practice, I have met with the following surfaces available for spinning. First one 

is the feet. As in classical ballet, it is common to spin on the ball of a foot. Besides that, 

one can spin on a heel. Balls of the feet are more available for balance than the heels. 

Spinning on the balls of the feet can be more controlled since the alignment of the body 

is more functional. With the weight on the heels, the body can more easily fall off 

balance. In my practice, I have realized the shift of the weight from the ball of the feet 

to the heel can help me with maintaining balance and continue spinning. The pelvic 

area offers various spinning points. The surface around the sacrum bone is flat and 

                                                           
40 Free dance is a form of improvisation where there are no rules and tasks. Experiencing dance with joy 

and freedom of choices. 
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stable which enables one to control the alignment of the body easily. That results in 

multiple spins. When curving the body to one side, the side of the other upper thing, 

below the hip creates a suitable spinning point. The surface of the side of the hip is 

small so it proposes a rapid spin. Side of the thigh is a surface which allows spinning. 

Due to its big surface, it is limited on a few numbers of spins. Back is a big surface 

which allows the body to spin on. The spine allows the back to be articulated which 

benefits a smaller surface to spin on. There is a specific point which has the potential to 

maintain shape for a long time and allows multiple spins. Connected to that, spinning on 

the shoulder is more challenging. Top of the shoulder is a suitable spinning surface but 

the upside-down alignment of the body supports the spin less. The shape is hard to 

maintain due to the head, which is an obstacle and the structure of the body and does 

not allow one to hold oneself just on the shoulder. Knees are flat surfaces which can be 

suitable for a spinning surface. The exact spinning point on the knee has to be carefully 

obtained. The lower and upper part of the knee, which are the bigger bone structures are 

safer to prevent pain or even injury. 

2.2. Initiation of the spin 
 

Since the spinning surface can be changed, the position of the body changes and 

consequently there is a need to assist the initiation of spinning from different body parts. 

In order to gain big momentum, there is a need for a big force.  

Ends of the body can initiate the spin. These are the head, the legs, and the arms. Legs 

and arms are longer and more articulated and therefore can create a greater force to 

initiate a spin. Head is a better help for keeping the alignment due to its position in the 

middle of the body and its weight. Since our eyes and ears are located in our head the 

initiation from the head could easier cause the body to fall off balance. The head helps 

with orientation and balance of the spin. 

2.2.1. Ballet terms 
In classical ballet there are two terms describing the direction of the pirouettes. I chose 

to use the naming in my inventory as well. 

En Dehors – Inward. A turn toward the supporting leg.41 

En Dedans – Outside. A turn away from the supporting leg.42 

                                                           
41 Laws Kenneth, Physics and the Art of Dance: Understanding Movement, Glossary, p. 232 
42 Laws Kenneth, Physics and the Art of Dance: Understanding Movement, Glossary, p.232 
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2.3. The Inventory 
 

I categorized the spins by the spinning point. For the purpose of this work, I made a 

visual presentation in the form of a video43. The sequence and the naming of the spins 

are the same.  

1. FEET 

1.1. Simple En Dedans spin 

Initiation: arm 

Spinning front with the initiation of the arms. The heel is slightly lifted which allows 

the ball of the feet to be the spinning point. To increase the spin the arms close. The 

alignment is vertical. It is named simple because it is the most similar to ballet 

pirouettes. The difference is the shape which is not precise and there is not spotting. 

 

FIGURE 4: SIMPLE EN DEDANS SPIN, INVENTORY OF SPINS44 

                                                           
43 Branc Alja (2019), Inventory of Spins, https://vimeo.com/332177208, password: reference (Accessed: 

24.4.2019.) Further in the work referred as video. 

44 All the pictures are screenshots taken and edited from Branc Alja: Inventory of Spins, 

https://vimeo.com/332177208, password: reference (accessed: 24.4.2019.) Further in the caption of the 

photos referred to as Inventory of Spins. Photos made by author. 

 

https://vimeo.com/332177208
https://vimeo.com/332177208
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1.1.1. En Dedans with switching the spinning point 

Initiation: arm 

In order to keep the spin, I switch the spinning point from one foot to another. This 

gives me a small extra force to extend the duration of the spin. 

 

FIGURE 5: EN DEDANS WITH SWITCHING SPINNING POINT, INVENTORY OF SPINS 

1.2. En Dehors with switching the spinning point 

Initiation: arms 

En Dehors spinning is the most practiced form of spinning in my experience. The same 

as in the example 1.1.1., I switch the spinning point from one foot to another in order to 

extend the duration of spinning. With more control and a more careful arrangement of 

force, this kind of spinning could last even longer.  
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FIGURE 6: EN DEHORS WITH SWITCHING THE SPINNING POINT, INVENTORY OF SPINS 

1.3. En Dehors going down 

Initiation: arm 

The example of this spin is the change of dynamic. The arm initiates the spin but the 

force is minimized to keep more control. More control is needed to be able to lower the 

weight of the whole body while bending the supporting leg of the spin. The shape of the 

arm helps to control the alignment. 

 

FIGURE 7; EN DEHORS GOING DOWN, INVENTORY OF SPINS 
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1.4. Leg Back En Dehors 

Initiation: a shift of the body weight, leg 

The spin initially starts with the shift of the body weight to gather more force but the leg 

takes the lead in the spin. It adds force but also determines the direction. My starting 

spinning point is the ball of the feet but I allow the rotation to continue also on the heel 

in order to control the spin. 

 

FIGURE 8: LEG BACK EN DEHORS, INVENTORY OF SPINS 

1.4.1. Different finishing point  

The course of the spin is the same as in the spin above. I make the difference in the 

finishing of the spin which goes away from the axis of the spin to show the potential of 

the force obtained in the spin for the following movement. 

1.5. Leg Front En Dedans  

Initiation: arm, leg 

The arms start the spinning and the leg joins to add force to the spin and continues the 

direction. Spinning point is the ball of the feet.  
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FIGURE 9: LEG FRONT EN DEDANS, INVENTORY OF SPINS 

1.5.1. Leg Front En Dedans (bent leg)  

Initiation: arm, leg 

The course of the spin is the same as in the spin described above. The difference in the 

initiation of the leg is that the leg is bent. When the leg is bent the rotation inertia is 

smaller and the spin more rapid. As visible on the video that creates more force and that 

throws the body off balance easier. In order to finish the spin, I have to switch the 

spinning point from one foot to another. 

1.6. Spiral Spin 

Initiation: arm 

The arm is the initiation of the spin. The alignment is tilt due to the spiral alignment of 

the body. The course of the spin which is led by the arm allows me to go deep into the 

spin and come back to a straight vertical position at the end of the spin. The leading arm 

and the focus help me to control the spin. I have to shift the spinning point on my feet in 

order to keep balance.  
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FIGURE 10: SPIRAL SPIN BACK VIEW, INVENTORY OF SPINS 

 

 

FIGURE 11: SPIRAL SPIN FRONT VIEW, INVENTORY OF SPINS 
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1.7. Penché45  spin 

Initiation: arm, body weight shift, head 

The arm initiates the shift of the body and allows the body to spin. From that point, the 

head is leading the spin in order to keep the alignment and come back to a vertical 

position. The spin is slower because the head and the leg are far away from the body. 

 

FIGURE 12: PENCHÉ SPIN, INVENTORY OF SPINS 

1.7.1. Penché spin in slow motion 

I decided to emphasize the course of the spin to see how the body parts cooperate to 

complete the spin. 

2. PELVIC AREA  

2.1. Ass Spin 

Initiation: push from the floor, leg 

The preparation position is in a deep plie with one extended leg and one bent leg with 

one hand on the floor. The push from the hand front allows the body to shift the way 

                                                           
45 Penché is a term in classical ballet which describes the position where one leg is lifted and the body is 

tilted front. The tilt of the torso and the leg should ideally make a line. 
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front. At that moment I sent the leg front to the spin. The combination of these actions 

collects the force to initiate the spinning. The spinning position stars with extended legs 

and torso away from the axis. The action of pulling the legs and torso towards the axis 

accelerates the speed of the spin. 

 

FIGURE 13: ASS SPIN, INVENTORY OF SPINS 

2.1.1.  Late momentum 

The timing of closing the legs and torso to the center is crucial if I want to accelerate the 

spin. In the 2.1., the timing is satisfactory while one can see in the 2.1.1. that the closing 

is late. 

2.1.2. Variation 

Spinning on the ass is rather simple. The surface available for spinning is big and one 

does not have to stay on one point in order to continue spinning. For the purpose of this 

work the initial ass spin, 2.1., is more appropriate. It results in multiple spins and can be 

controlled. The purpose of the variation is to show the potential to spin on one side and 

switch similar to the spins on the feet where I was switching from the ball of the foot to 

the heel. 
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2.2. Hip Side Spin 

Initiation: arm and leg together 

Preparation is sitting on the side to create space for the arm and leg to swing. The swing 

creates a force which allows the body to spin on one side of the hip. In order to keep the 

alignment of the body to continue spinning, I hold my knees.   

 

FIGURE 14: HIP SIDE SPIN, INVENTORY OF SPINS 

2.2.1. Variation 

As in many examples above, I switch the spinning point in order to maintain spinning. 

Switching the body position from one foot to another keeps the same alignment, the 

change is small. If I would want to continue spinning on the other side of the hip the 

change would be big. In this case, I solve the spin by slowly shifting weight and making 

a variation with finishing the spin. 

3. SIDE OF THE THIGH 

3.1. Dive into Fourth 

Initiation: switch of the weight to the floor, leg 
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Preparation for this spin comes from standing to sitting in the fourth position46. The 

force collected with traveling to the floor allows a rapid spin when it lands on one spot. 

4. BELLY 

4.1. From Side to the Belly 

Initiation: arms, leg 

The starting position of the spin is lying on the bell with tucked toes, lifted head and 

hand swinging in the opposite direction of the spin. Starting with the swing of the hands 

and the force from the leg allows the body to spin back to the side of the body and finish 

the spinning on the belly. Since the limbs are far away from the center and the spinning 

point is larger the turn is slow. 

 

FIGURE 15: BELLY SPIN, INVENTORY OF SPINS 

4.2. Side of the Body 

Initiation: arms, leg 

The preparation is the same as in 4.1. The difference is in keeping the shape on the side 

of the body instead of transferring the weight to the belly.  

                                                           
46 Fourth position on the floor is often called a »Z shape«. Sitting with both legs bent, one in front and one 

behind of the body. 
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FIGURE 16: SIDE OF THE BODY, INVENTORY OF SPINS 

4.2.1. Variation 

The spin on the side of the body is not rapid but it has the potential to continue with the 

following movement. Using the momentum from the spin easily lifts the body up. 

Finishing the turn in a sitting position gives more options for the following movement. 

5. BACK 

5.1. Back Spin 

Initiation: arm, leg, arm 

The preparation for the spin is lying on the back with one extended and one bent leg. 

The initiation starts with one arm, following the leg which adds more force and adding 

more force with the other arm pushing from the floor. The spinning point is a specific 

point in the back which allows the body to hold the alignment with the center and spin 

multiple spins rapidly. My version is a representation of this spin. It has potential to be 

faster when the alignment on the back is stronger than mine. 
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FIGURE 17: BACK SPIN, INVENTORY OF SPINS 

5.1.1. Back Spin in slow motion 

For the purpose of showing the course of the spin. 

5.1. Up and Down Variation 

Initiation: arm, leg 

A possible preparation is also from the fourth position as shown in this point of the 

video. It is initiated by the arm and gathers more force with the leg. The course of the 

spin is different by the spinning point. The spinning point travels on the back. This 

makes the spin slower and harder to control. I decided to include it because of the 

dynamic. The force makes the spin faster to go up and the spin slows down in the 

finishing of the spin. 

6. SHOULDER 

I invented this spin in the first year of my studies in BCDA.  

6.1. Stopping on Top 

Initiation: arm, leg 

The preparation is the same as in the Up and Down Variation of the Back Spin. The 

spinning point travels through the back to the shoulder. The important part is to gather 
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force fast in order to arrive to the shoulder in the alignment that allows the body to spin. 

In this version, I stop the spin on top of the shoulder. 

 

FIGURE 18: SHOULDER SPIN, INVENTORY OF SPINS 

6.2. Passing Through Variation 

Initiation: arm, leg 

The course of the spin is the same as in the 6.1. Instead of stopping on top I finish the 

spin rolling down the back. That brings dynamic to the spin in a similar way as the Up 

and Down Variation. The slowing down occurs after the spin. 

6.3. Potential for Switching Shoulders 

Initiation: arm, leg 

The course of the spin is the same as in the 6.1. and 6.2. The alignment required for the 

spin is difficult to practice. But while finishing on top of the shoulder one could initiate 

a consequential spin in the opposite direction. Similar to the idea of ballet with En 

Dehor and En Dedans sequence of pirouettes. That requires a shift of weight from leg to 

leg. The difficult part in that exercise is to keep the alignment with the coordination and 

control of the direction of spinning. Spinning upside down and shifting shoulders is a 

similar idea with the directions. As it is visible on the video, I do not hold my legs up 

enough to have a good alignment for a spin with greater momentum. My arms are not 

active enough to coordinate the spin. 
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7. KNEE 

Spinning on the knee can be dangerous. While practicing it is really important to have 

the weight on the right spot of the knee. If there is any pain present one should stop 

immediately. 

7.1. Spinning Back on the Knee 

Initiation: push from the floor, leg 

Preparation in a position on the knee that is a spinning point, with both hand on the 

floor and the initiation leg extended to the side. While arms push the floor backward the 

leg initiates the spin. The body starts in a tilted position and follows the course of the 

leg to finish the spin. 

 

FIGURE 19: SPINNING BACK ON THE KNEE, INVENTORY OF SPINS 

7.2. Spinning Front on the Knee 

Initiation: arms, leg 

Preparation is a position with one bent leg, one extended leg and hands on the floor. The 

leg that is bent holds the spinning point of the spin. Starting the spin with the placement 

of the arms, which makes a spiral in the torso and assists the leg to continue the spin. 
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2.3.2. Combinations 
 

In the inventory of spins, I was collecting spins as separately as possible. My goal was 

to present individual spins in an objective manner in order to make an inventory.  

The reason why I added the section of the combinations is to present how I have been 

working on spinning through the years of studying. 

1. combination is about finishing the spin and take the finishing point as the starting 

point of the next one. In the sensation I feel like a screw spiralling into the ground and 

back. Visually it looks like a functioning reverse motion. The immediate change of 

direction is challenging and exciting. 

2. combination is about keeping the direction and the axis of spin but drastically 

changing the position of the body. In the first penché spin the position is big. With 

bringing the leg close to the body and changing the axis of the body the momentum is 

big and results in a dynamic spin. The great change of the position is challenging. One 

must keep the balance while changing the axis on one supporting leg.  As it is visible in 

the video, my spinning axis was wobbling and my supporting foot was not strong 

enough to execute the spin nicely.  

3. combination is keeping the direction of the spin as well. The difference is changing 

the spinning point which makes the alignment and balance easier. The spin is also close 

to the floor which is convenient for the finishing of the spin. 

4. combination starts from the floor and finishes standing up. Changing of the spinning 

point allows one to spin from three points on the floor to one-point standing. It is 

interesting to see how the change of the spinning point magnifies the speed and throws 

my body slightly from side to side. The negotiation with the acting forces results in me 

spinning to standing but falling off the axis in the end. 

Already with the spins that I have collected one can make numerous combinations.  
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2.3.1. Sensation 
 

An important part of acquiring any skill is practice. If one wants to improve in spinning, 

one must practice. Due to the simplicity of the previous statement, I would like to 

elaborate in a personal manner. 

I have practiced En Dehors pirouettes for ten years. In that time, I got used to the 

sensation of that specific spin and knew exactly how to place my body to be confident 

in the execution. I remembered the sensation in the body and even now I can spin more 

confident in that particular way. The number of repetitions allows the body to be 

comfortable in the movement and from that point one can develop the number of spins 

and the shape. The motivation to spin more came from that sensation. “My body can 

spin.” The freedom of shape and direction allowed me to challenge my improvisation 

with a simple concept of spinning. 

2.4. Placement 
 

I mentioned classes, improvisation, and choreography where I have met with spinning. 

Placement of spinning brings the context for it. My direction is orientated around the 

notion of spinning being a skill and representing a dancer's technique. One can see how 

strong is a technique of a dancer in a ballet class. But spinning on its own does not 

represent every dancer. In case it does one must clarify the role of it. For the sake of 

pure movement, not considering any concept I have met with two ideas about creating a 

movement which I would apply on the further research of spinning. 

One was Eléonore Valère Lachky, a guest choreographer in BCDA, who made a piece 

When You Brush A Form Clear It Becomes Truly What It Is47. While creating solo 

material she gave a direction which got stuck in my head. “If you create simple 

movement you have to add a lot of details in order not to be just that. It has to be you 

dancing, not a recognizable form.”48 

                                                           
47http://tanc.org.hu/wp/up-down-budapest-contemporary-dance-academy-in-the-trafo/, (accessed: 

26.4.2019) 
48 The creation process took place in the studio of BCDA, in October 2018. 

http://tanc.org.hu/wp/up-down-budapest-contemporary-dance-academy-in-the-trafo/
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Another one was from Mikó Dávid, a guest teacher of contemporary technique during 

an improvisation. “Always create new movement. Start it differently, finish it 

differently or change your mind meanwhile doing it.”49 

The reason for bringing up these two examples is to express the need to be creative with 

the way one is improvising or setting material50. It is a valid statement for the use of 

spinning as well. 

  

                                                           
49 Class period in BCDA, February 2019. 
50 Setting material in a creation process means to remember the movements in a permanent sequence. 
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3. SYNTHESIS 
 

3.1. Thesis Summary 
 

I firmly believe spinning is an extraordinary motion. In dance, spinning can have a 

spiritual, virtuoso or conceptual value. This work concentrates on the virtuoso value of 

spinning in contemporary dance. In order to acquire the skill of spinning one must 

understand the potential that the structure of the body suggests, the principles of the 

action of spinning and practice. Therefore, I consider spinning a skill. The technique 

of a dancer is a summary and use of skills that one has. It does not mean that when one 

can spin, one has good technique. It does not mean that if one does not have technique, 

one cannot spin. It is important to emphasize the necessity of practice which 

determines the skill. In order to understand the potential of the structure of the body I 

had to examine the anatomical view on the topic. That attributed great importance to 

the alignment. The alignment of the body parts allows one to balance which allows one 

to spin. Concepts of center of gravity, line of gravity and axis extend the functional 

understanding of the structure of the body. As stated in the very beginning of the work, 

spinning is not an everyday action of a human being. Therefore, a dancer has to make 

herself or himself spin. In this work, that developed my thesis to investigate 

momentum and the physics of spinning. Understanding the force that has to be 

exerted in order to get enough to initiate the movement. Limbs are longer than other 

body parts and therefore good initiators for the spin. Nevertheless, the whole body has 

to be involved in the action. That became clear from examining the video with the 

Inventory of Spins. The inventory of spins consists of spins that can be multiple and 

can stay on one spot. The theory of the position of the body, balance, and spinning 

allow an imagery connection with the actual physical action. The theory is supporting 

the understanding of the motion, the practice is proposing the use of the motion.  

Through the process of writing the thesis I first got to experience the wideness of the 

research in front of me. I have been conscious about using my muscles and skeletal 

structure which led me to this particular direction of the work. I found great inspiration 

in understanding the body in a more concrete and communicated way. The motion of 

spinning itself demands awareness. The work definitely improved my vocabulary and it 

has risen my interest to understand movement and function of the body deeper than in 
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this work. The body is a complex structure. The work of Rolland, Paskevska and Laws 

fascinated me in their wide understanding of movement and the scientific approach in 

their work.  

For the purpose of the work, I limited technique in a term of execution of the 

movement. Potentially, the work encourages to practice spinning in order to gain that 

skill. I feel the need to emphasize that great spinning, assisted with great alignment are 

great characteristics of a dancer. What makes a dancer virtuoso is the use and the 

context of it.  

3.2. Further development 
 

The work I have done proposes a connection between knowledge of the human body 

and the use of it in a dance environment. In further work with this particular motion of 

spinning I would firstly set a context where one could practice spinning. In the 

following paragraphs, I would just like to initiate the two main directions where this 

work could follow. 

Concrete exercises to develop alignment and increase the number of spins. In this 

manner, I developed a set of exercises for myself. From the information gathered in the 

research for this work, I realized the importance of the feet. I inserted exercises for 

strengthening and articulating feet in my daily routine. For strengthening I am 

practicing ten relevés on two feet and ten on each foot. To practice balance and active 

work of the supporting foot I also practice moving the free leg freely while keeping 

balance. Walking through space on relevé requires shifting weight which is a good 

practice for balance, the strength of the feet and articulation. A well as walking around 

the space only on the heels, side of the feet. Moving the feet without weight helps with 

articulation. A way to deal with articulation is separating the toes, trying to move each 

separately. Waving the feet from the heel, through the arch of the feet, balls of the feet 

to the toes and back. 

As mentioned in the chapter of combination, I would be most interested in the creative 

use of spinning. The creativity of how one can initiate the spin and stop the spin. The 

creativity of investigating the movement deeper and further from this report. For 

example, jumping to spin or jumping from a spin can be a challenging work of 

experiencing and studying physics of the motion.   
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What kind of place it can have in improvisation or choreography? With that question, I 

would research deeper spinning that is already consciously used in choreography. 

Where is spinning impressive? Where is spinning a concept? Is the consequence of 

spinning the concept? What role does spinning have in folk dance? In rituals? Why? 
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